Power Burners

NTFB burners provide a full range of capacities for industrial watertube boilers, meeting
the most demanding project requirements.

Design Features
- Optimized air-fuel ratio.
- Uniform mixing, adequate swirl angle, and minimum oxygen levels for both gas and oil firing.
- Minimal excess air, with no excessive spikes in flame temperature profile.
- Long service life, designed for optimum safety and stability.

Low NOx Emissions
NTFB OGM swirl-type burners utilize staged combustion to create fuel-rich and fuel-lean
zones within the furnace. This results in low NOx levels that comply with strict environmental
standards, while maintaining high boiler efficiency and reliable flame stability.

Flame shapes can be refined to virtually any furnace dimensions, making NTFB burners ideal for new
or retrofit boiler projects.

Gas-Fired Burner Characteristics
- Low emissions capabilities.
- High turndown ratio.
- Flexible design to allow for future combination gas and oil firing.
- Adjustable gas spud injectors while in operation to optimize flame shape and performance.
- Fuel types include natural gas, refinery gas, coke oven gas, landfill gas, and other waste
combustible gases such as blast furnace gas and town gas.

Oil-Fired Burner Characteristics
- Liquid fuels include heavy No. 6 fuel oil to standby
diesel fuel oil.
- Low emissions capabilities (varies with fuel oil type
and characteristics, consult factory).
- High turndown ratio.
- Can also burn most any type of poor quality oil to
high viscosity oil.
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